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Nissan Note Tekna S
Vauxhall’s Ellesmere Port production site is set to transform into an electric van factory for parent group Stellantis, the firm has confirmed. Following Nissan’s announcement last week of a new EV ...

Used Nissan Note Tekna 2014 cars for sale
The Nissan Note remains as practical as ever but now there’s a little more emotional appeal as part of the package, thanks to the improved handling and refreshed design. When it comes to ...

Nissan Note 1.5dCi Tekna
The recharged LEAF boasts enhanced safety features for a more confident electric driving experience for both drivers and pedestrians around the car. LEAF MY21 will come equipped with a new Acoustic ...

Nissan hits all the right notes with new LEAF MY21 featuring the ‘Canto’ sound
Nissan Note dimensions The new Note is the same ... The top-of-the range Tekna also features Nissan’s new Safety Shield. The Around View Monitor uses four cameras on the car (one on the front ...

New Nissan Note 2013: what to expect
There's no question that the Nissan Qashqai has been a success. Just look out of your front door, in any car park or outside any school gate. There are Qashqais everywhere. Nissan basically invented ...

Nissan Qashqai (2021) first drive: Softroader gets soft electrification
Early Notes were offered in S, SE and SVE trims, but this was changed in mid-2008 to Visia, Acenta and Tekna. The S/Visia models come with electric front windows and a CD player, while SE/Acenta ...

Used Nissan Note 2006 – 2013 review
Nissan has refreshed its electric Leaf for 2021, bringing new features and additional connected systems. One of the most notable introductions, however, is ‘Canto’ – a bespoke sound that has been ...

Nissan updates Leaf with new ‘sound’
In this top-model £34,175 Tekna + trim ... In the smaller Note, it’s done hugely well in Japan and Nissan is expecting great things of it in the Qashqai, claiming it offers all the benefits ...

Nissan Qashqai review: the British-built family SUV is top of its class – and good news for our economy too
The Titan is in desperate need of an overhaul if Nissan wants to rival Detroit's Big 3. While its future is still in limbo, we've come up with our own speculative illustration.

2024 Nissan Titan: How We Think It Could Look, Powertrains And Everything Else We Know
Roomy, quiet, comfortable, well made, good looking and user-friendly, Nissan’s new Qashqai is a very easy SUV to like.

2022 Nissan Qashqai review: New SUV ticks a lot of boxes
Nissan Pathfinder was designed to be a little more rugged than the model it replaces, but still isn't a serious off-road vehicle like the original.

Test drive: Has the 2022 Nissan Pathfinder found its way?
Electric vehicle production is the next big wave in Tennessee's multibillion-dollar automotive industry. General Motors announced it will build a $2.3 billion electric vehicle battery plant in Spring ...

Electric vehicle production is ramping up in Tennessee. What's it like owning one?
By 1999 when Nissan introduced the iconic R34 incarnation of the GT-R, which was the final one to link Godzilla to the Skyline family, the nameplate had already earned its stripes in the aftermarket ...

Monstrous R34 Nissan GT-R Gets Widebody Exhaust in Aero Rendering
The auction has started! Prices start at $450,000 for this ridiculously fresh Skyline and you can listen to it running thanks to a video.

You Can Now Buy This Brand New, 6-Mile 2002 Nissan Skyline R34 GT-R V-Spec II Nur
All of this means the total investment by Nissan into the Sunderland plant will be over £5bn. The EV Hub, with the catchy title Nissan EV36Zero, will allow Nissan to bring together their plans for ...

Nissan unveils £400 million EV hub in Sunderl
The workmen-management tussle at the Renault-Nissan Chennai plant, which was dragged to Madras High Court, over the lack of social distance protocol during the Covid pandemic, has ended with the union ...

Covid compliance: Tussle at Renault-Nissan plant resolved
(01-07-2021) European electric vehicle owners are said to travel more miles per year than a motorist with a petrol or diesel vehicle, according to new research by Nissan. The brand’s study showed that ...
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